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Objectives
Read these objectives. The objectives tell you what you will be able to do when you have 
successfully completed this LIFEPAC. Each section will list according to the numbers 
below what objectives will be met in that section. When you have completed this 
LIFEPAC, you should be able to:

1. Accurately record the amount of time it takes you to read a story.
2. Find the main idea of a story or paragraph.
3. Tell the main details of a reading selection.

THE WRITTEN REPORT
“Look out!  Watch where you are going!” Has anyone ever said that 

to you? Whoever said it to you wanted to help you. They did not want 

you to fall, get hurt, or make a mistake.

It is important to listen and think carefully when you read and speak. 

You need to watch where you are going. You need to know what the 

author meant when he wrote the story. You need to remember the 

order in which things happened. You need to know the meanings of 

words.

Sometimes, when you are in a very quiet room, you do not hear 

everything. Sometimes, you do not hear your teacher when she uses a 

loud voice. Yet, you might hear your friend across the room whisper. 

You have to listen, watch, and think about where you are going. In this 

LIFEPAC®, you will learn some skills that will help you “watch where 

you are going.”
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4. Arrange the events of a story in sequence.
5. Give the meanings of new vocabulary words.
6. Tell the difference between fiction and nonfiction.
7. Tell the author’s purpose for writing.
8. Tell the difference between fact and opinion.
9. Choose an interesting and worthwhile topic.
10. Gather information and take notes.
11. Make an outline.
12. Write a report.
13. Improve your handwriting.
14. Spell new words.
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Objectives
Review these objectives. When you have completed this section, you should be able to:

1. Accurately record the amount of time it takes you to read a story.
2. Find the main idea of a story or paragraph.
3. Tell the main details of a reading selection.
4. Arrange the events of a story in sequence.
5. Give the meanings of new vocabulary words.
13. Improve your handwriting.
14. Spell new words.

Vocabulary
Study these vocabulary words. Learning the meanings of these words is a good study 
habit and will improve your understanding of this LIFEPAC.

adobe (u dō bē). A brick made of clay dried in the sun.

brier (brī ur). Thorny or prickly bush.

fry bread (frī bred).  Type of bread fried in fat.

1. READING PACE
The speed you use when you read is not always the same. You read 

much faster when you read for fun or pleasure. You do not need to 

remember as many details when you read just for pleasure.

In this section, you will read a story about a Navajo (na vuh hō) Indian 

girl. Enjoy this story. You will figure out how much time it takes you to 

read the story. You will also learn to use some reading skills that will 

help you watch where you are going. You will practice skills to help 

you improve your handwriting and learn new spelling words.
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gruffness (gruf nes). A rough, stern way of speech.

hogan (hō gôn). An earth-covered home of the Navajo Indians.

hues (hyüz). Different colors.

humble (hum bul). Very poor or plain.

mutton (mut un). Meat from sheep.

reservation (rez ur vā shun). Land set apart for the Indians.

sheepskin (shēp skin). Skin of a sheep—especially with the wool on it.

vivid (viv id). Very bright.

welled (weld). Filled up within.

whizzing (hwiz ing). Humming or hissing sound.

wove (wōv). To have formed some cloth, or a rug, by weaving threads together.

Note: All vocabulary words in this LIFEPAC appear in boldface print the first time they are used. If you are unsure 
of the meaning when you are reading, study the definitions given.

Pronunciation Key: hat, āge, cãre, fär; let, ēqual, tėrm; it, īce; hot, ōpen, ôrder; oil; out; cup, pu·t, rüle; child; long; thin;  
/ŦH/ for then; /zh/ for measure; /u/ or / e/ represents /a/ in about, /e/ in taken, /i/ in pencil, /o/ in lemon, and /u/ in circus.
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Reading

People read for many reasons. When a person wants facts, he reads for information. 
Reading the newspaper, encyclopedia, directions, or a science book are examples of 
reading for information. When you read to get information, you usually read more slowly 
and carefully.

People also read for enjoyment. Usually, people read quite rapidly when they are 
reading for pleasure. Fiction, biographies (stories about people’s lives), and stories 
about history are examples of reading for enjoyment.

Reading rate. In this section you will read a story for enjoyment. This story is fiction, but 
it is based on a real experience. In Section Two you will read an informational story to 
learn facts. You will time how long it takes you to read each story.

First, you will write down the time when you begin reading. When you finish reading, you 
will write down the time again. By subtracting the first time from the second time, you 
can tell how many minutes it took you to read.

Example: Ending time: hour         11           minutes          30           

  Starting time: hour         11           minutes          25          

             ___________

  Total reading time:    minutes            5            

Sometimes, it is easier just to count the minutes on the clock.

Read a story. This story is about a Navajo Indian girl leaving home for the first time.  
Read it for enjoyment.

 Write down the time.

1.1  Look at the clock.  Write the time here. Then begin reading. 

 hour________            minutes ________
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Ruby
 1. The bright, desert sun was very warm as Ruby stood 

outside the humble wood and mud Navajo hogan. Ruby 
was waiting for the missionary to come bumping over the 
dusty trail in his red pickup. Her father’s words were still 
ringing in her ears.  “Ruby, it is time for you to go to school. 
You must learn to read and write.” The gruffness of his 
voice told her it was 
really so.

 2. Beside Ruby was a 
dented, metal suitcase. 
It carried all the clothes 
she would need at the 
mission school some 
miles away. Today, Ruby 
was wearing clothes like 
the white children wore. 
Ruby began to wonder 
what it would be like at 
the school. She would 
miss wearing the long, 
colorful skirts she wore when she helped mother herd the sheep. She 
knew she would miss 
Mother, Father, and 
her many brothers and 
sisters, but most of all 
she would miss Curly, her 
pet lamb. Would mother 
take care of Curly, as she 
had?

 3. The sound of a motor 
ended her wandering 
thoughts. Soon, she was 
in the truck, bumping 
over dirt roads and then 
whizzing along a smooth 
highway.

 4. When Ruby arrived at 
the school, many little 
brown-faced boys and 

| Hogan

| Mission San Luis Obispo
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girls were playing happily. A missionary took her up some very steep 
steps to her room. Everything was so strange! They did not have steps 
like that on the reservation. The missionary had pushed a little button, 
and a light had come on! There were beds, blankets, and sheets! “I 
would much rather roll up in a sheepskin and sleep on the floor,” she 
thought.

 5. That evening Ruby felt even more strange when she went to the dining 
room for supper. Tables, knives, forks, and even the food was different. 
Would she ever know what to do with all these things? A big tear 
welled up in her eye as she thought of her family at home, probably 
eating some of Mother’s delicious fry bread and mutton.

 6. The next day in school, Ruby saw many more strange things. She 
liked the kind teacher, but she did not understand everything she was 
saying or all the strange marks she made on the chalkboard. She really 
enjoyed the new box of crayons, though. The vivid hues made her 
think of all the colors Mother wove into her rugs at home.

 7. Ruby heard the children talking 
about going to church. She 
wondered what it would be like. 
When Sunday arrived, the bell rang. 
Ruby and the other Navajo children 
filed into the white adobe chapel. 
Miss Sarah, Ruby’s Sunday school 
teacher, held up a picture. Ruby 
stared in surprise. Tears came to 
her eyes. Why, there was Curly and 
the kindest Shepherd was holding 
Curly in his arms. She wouldn’t have 
to worry about Curly if that kind 
Shepherd were taking care of her.

 8. Miss Sarah saw the look on Ruby’s 
face and whispered, “Ruby, do you like this picture?”

 9. “Oh, yes, Miss Sarah! That is Curly, my pet lamb.” Miss Sarah smiled 
and said, “All Navajo children love this picture, Ruby, because they 
work so much with sheep.”

 10. Miss Sarah told the class about a kind Shepherd who had one 
hundred sheep. He loved his sheep so very much that one time, when 
one was missing, he searched all night to find it. Ruby knew about that 
kind of love. She remembered one night when Father and she had 
searched for Curly and finally found her in a brier patch. That night, 
Father had made a new pen for Curly.
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 11. Miss Sarah continued, 
“Do you know, boys 
and girls that this kind 
Shepherd loved each 
one of you? You Navajo 
boys and girls are like 
sheep, and He doesn’t 
want one of you to stay 
outside His fold.” She 
also explained that the 
missionaries were here 
to help them know about 
this Shepherd.

 12. “What a wonderful 
story!” thought Ruby. 
“Why had she never 
heard it before? Had her 
mother and father ever 
heard it?”

 13. Already, Ruby wanted 
very much to be inside 
the fold of the Good 
Shepherd. When she could tell her family about the Good Shepherd, 
she hoped down deep in her heart that they would want to enter this 
wonderful fold, too.

 Write down the time.

1.2  Look at the clock. Write the time here. 
hour ____________      minutes __________

1.3 How many minutes did it take to read the story?     minutes __________
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 Teacher check:

 Initials  _____________________  Date  ____________________

Now read the story “Ruby” again. This time, check on the words you do not understand. 
Also, pay close attention to the details so that you can remember the sequence of 
events. Even though you are reading the story for the second time, it will probably take 
you longer. Record your beginning and ending times in activities 1.4 and 1.5.

 Record the time.

1.4  Beginning: 
What time is it?  hour ____________      minutes __________

1.5 Ending: 
What time is it?  hour ____________      minutes __________

1.6 How long did it take you to read this time?       minutes __________

 Write true or false.

1.7   _________  People who tell you to watch where you are going are trying to 
help you.

1.8   _________  You will always read for the same reason.

1.9   _________  When you read for information, you read faster than you do when 
you read for enjoyment.

1.10   _________  Reading your science book is an example of reading for 
information.

1.11   _________  Ruby had probably been to a mission school before.

1.12   _________  Father wanted Ruby to learn to read and write.

1.13   _________  Ruby wanted to roll up in a sheepskin and sleep.
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1.14   _________  Ruby could understand all the teacher was telling her in school.

1.15   _________  Ruby wanted to be safe in the fold of the Good Shepherd.

1.16  _________  Ruby wanted to tell her family about the Good Shepherd.

Reading Skills

You are learning many skills that help you remember what you read. Finding the main 
idea, recognizing details, noting the sequence of events, and learning new vocabulary 
words are some of these skills.

Main idea. Every story has a main idea. The main idea is the main thing the story is all 
about. Most paragraphs have a main idea, too. Sometimes, we call the main idea the 
topic sentence. The details of the paragraph usually support the main idea.
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 Find the main idea.

1.17  Place a () in front of the statement that tells the main idea of the story 

“Ruby.”

  _________  a. an Indian hogan

  _________  b. herding sheep

  _________  c. a Navajo girl goes to school

  _________  d. a missionary

 Match the main idea for each paragraph with the paragraph number.

1.18   _________  Paragraph 2

1.19  _________  Paragraph 3

1.20  _________  Paragraph 6

1.21  _________  Paragraph 7

1.22  _________  Paragraph 10

1.23  _________  Paragraph 13

a.  strange things at school

b.  Sunday school

c.  wanting to be in the Good 
Shepherd’s fold

d.  wondering about the new school

e.  story of a kind Shepherd

f.  driving to the new school

g.  strange things at supper 
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 Make these lists.

1.24  List three things at school that were different from home. 
a. __________________________________________________________________

 b. __________________________________________________________________

 c. __________________________________________________________________

1.25  List three things that were different on the reservation. 
a. __________________________________________________________________

 b. __________________________________________________________________

 c. __________________________________________________________________

 Match each word with the details that describe it.

1.26   _________  Navajo

1.27  _________  Ruby

1.28  _________  suitcase

1.29  _________  Curly

1.30  _________  chapel

1.31  _________  hogan

1.32  _________  sheepskin

a.  dented metal

b.  adobe

c.  humble wood and mud

d.  Indian tribe

e.  young Navajo girl

f.  pet lamb

g.  kind Shepherd

h. blanket or bedroll

Finding details. The details are the “meat” of the story. Details make a story come alive. 
Details tell us what, when, how, what kind, how many, and where. Without details, the 
story could hardly be told.

The main idea of the story “Ruby” tells us what the story is about—a girl goes to school. 
The details make the story come alive. What kind of girl, where was the school, what 
kind of school, what was the school like, how did the girl feel, and so on, are all details.
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 Write a word from the Word Bank to correctly complete each sentence.

 switch silly  Shepard one thousand
suitcase herd button hues
one hundred wove brier wonderful

1.33  Ruby would miss wearing the long, colorful skirts she wore when she helped 

Mother ____________________ the sheep.

1.34 Beside Ruby was a dented ____________________ .

1.35 The missionary had pushed a little ____________________ , and a light had 

come on.

1.36 The vivid a. ____________________ made her think of all the colors Mother  

b. ____________________ into her rugs at home.

1.37 The kindest ____________________ was holding Curly.

1.38 Miss Sarah told about a Shepherd who had ____________________ sheep.

1.39 Ruby remembered looking all night for Curly and finding her in a 

____________________ patch.

1.40 “What a ____________________ story,” thought Ruby.
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Sequencing. Another important comprehension skill is remembering the sequence 
of events in a story. Things happen in a certain order. We call this order sequence of 
events. When you put events in sequence, watch for clue words such as first, next, 
finally, and the next day. These clue words can help you.

123 54

 Put these events in sequence.

1.41 Number these things in the order they happened in the story “Ruby.”

  _________  Many boys and girls were playing happily when Ruby arrived at the 
school.

  _________  That evening she thought of the family eating delicious fry bread 
and mutton.

  _________  The next day was Sunday, and they went to the chapel.

  _________  First, Ruby stood outside the humble wood and mud hogan.

  _________  Next, she was in the truck bumping over dirt roads.

  _________  Ruby would tell her family about the Good Shepherd.

  _________  There was a picture of Curly.
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 Teacher check:

 Initials  _____________________  Date  ____________________

1.42 Here are some events of a schoolboy’s day. Write them in sequence on the 
lines. 
He puts on his clothes and goes to breakfast. 
After school he goes home and does his homework.  
Mother calls, “Time to get up.” 
Just before bedtime, Father gathers the family together for prayer and Bible 
reading. 
After supper he plays with his train set. 
After breakfast he makes his bed and goes to school.  
Finally, he gets into bed.

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________  

 ____________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________
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 Match these words from the story “Ruby” with the meaning used in the story. 
Use the Vocabulary list to help you.

1.43   _________  brier patch

1.44  _________  welled

1.45  _________  humble

1.46  _________  adobe

1.47  _________  pen

1.48  _________  reservation

1.49  _________  hogan

1.50  _________  gruffness

1.51  _________  hues

1.52  _________  fold

 Look for these words in the story “Ruby.”

1.53  In Paragraph One, find a word that means very plain. _____________________

1.54 In Paragraph One, find a word that means to have to. _____________________

1.55 In Paragraph Two, find a word that means many colors. ___________________

1.56 In Paragraph Three, find a word that means without any bumps. ___________

1.57 In Paragraph Four, find a word that means almost straight up and down. 
_______________________

a.  sun-dried brick

b.  filled

c.  deep hole with water

d.  small closed yard

e.  writing instrument

f.  thorny

g.  colors

h. get tickets ahead of time

i. bend or double over

j. land set apart

k. poor and plain

l. Navajo house

m. group

n. stern and rough

Vocabulary. Knowing the meanings of words always increases your comprehension. 
Studying new words before you read is very important.
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1.58 In Paragraph Four, find a word that means different. ______________________

1.59 In Paragraph Six, find a word that means something you write on. 
__________________________________

1.60 In Paragraph Seven, find a word that means walked in a line. 
__________________________________

1.61 In Paragraph Eight, find a word that means to speak softly. ________________

 Do this puzzle.

1.62 You will find words across, backwards, and up and down. Circle each word as 
you find it. Then cross it off the list.

Word Search
R A D O B E B F R Y

E F D M U T T O N Y

S H E E P S K I N R

E M L E J S B E M A

R U I R K H O G A N

V T C U H E R D B O

A T I S A E B L R I

T C O A I P E A E S

I H U E S G L M A S

O P S L E F L B D I

N E C P W O V E L M

D N G N I Z Z I H W

reservation missionary pleasure bell
sheepskin hogan whizzing lamb
adobe delicious hues pen
wove sheep herd
mutton fry  bread
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 Do this project.

1.63  Read in an encyclopedia or online, about Navajo Indians.  
Write two paragraphs about the Navajo Indians. You can write about where 
they live, how they live, what they make, what they eat, or about their past. 
Choose one main idea for each paragraph and support it with details.

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

 Teacher check:

 Initials  _____________________  Date  ____________________
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Handwriting and Spelling

Handwriting and spelling are important skills. Doing them well will help you in all of your 
school work.

Handwriting. Another way you can watch where you are going is to write very carefully.  
Form your letters correctly so people will be very sure what you mean to say.

 1. Is your l tall enough?                                   

  If it is not tall enough, it 
  will look like an e.

 2. Did you begin your letter on the line?

 3. Did you end your letter correctly?

Capital letters should be formed correctly, too.  Be careful that the lower loop of capital 
L does not end up looking like an h.

 Look at the models carefully. Do these handwriting activities.

1.64  Practice writing l and L

 
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________

 `l 
L

___________________________________________________________________________________  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
___________________________________________________________________________________`l `l

___________________________________________________________________________________  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
___________________________________________________________________________________L  L  L  L
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1.65 Write words beginning with l and L.
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________

`let 
`little 
`love 
`land 
Love 
L`ittle

1.66  Write words where l comes in a different place in the word.
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________

Curley 
`trail 
`welled 
children
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SPELLING WORDS - 1
 cattle  table  people
 title  bugle  rattle
 gentle  jungle  bottle
 tumble  eagle  sample
 trouble  muscle  stable
 needle maple rustle
 Bible rumble nibble

 Complete these activities using Spelling Words-1.

1.67  Write the words in your best handwriting in alphabetical order.

 a. _____________________________  b.  _______________________________

 c. _____________________________  d.  _______________________________

 e. _____________________________  f.  _______________________________

 g. _____________________________  h.  _______________________________

 i. _____________________________  j.  _______________________________

 k. _____________________________  l.  _______________________________

 m. _____________________________  n.  _______________________________

 o. _____________________________  p.  _______________________________

 q. _____________________________  r.  _______________________________

 s. _____________________________  t.  _______________________________

 u. _____________________________

Spelling. Learn to spell these words that end in le and place the syllable mark between 
the syllables. Rule:  When a word ends in le with one or more consonant letters before 
the le, at least one consonant goes with the le to form the final syllable.

 Example: cat/tle
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Review the material in this section to prepare for the Self Test. The Self Test will 
check your understanding of this section. Any items you miss on this test will show 
you what areas you will need to restudy in order to prepare for the unit test.

 Ask your teacher to give you a practice spelling test of Spelling Words-1. 
Restudy the words you missed.

1.68 Draw a line between the syllables of the words you have just written.

Example:      sim/ple

Remember:     a consonant plus le will be the final syllable.
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SELF TEST 1

Match the words and meanings (each answer, 2 points).

1.01  ____________  Ruby a. Indian tribe

1.02  ____________  pen b. Navajo girl

1.03  ____________  adobe chapel c. place for sheep

1.04  ____________  Navajo d. Navajo home

1.05  ____________  hogan e. pet lamb

1.06  ____________  Curly f. sun-dried brick chapel

    g. steps

Write a word from the Word Bank to correctly complete each sentence (each answer, 
3 points).

pencils  switch  shirts  trail   
suitcase  herd  button skirts  
Shepherd brier wonderful crayons 

1.07  Ruby was waiting for the missionary and his pickup truck to come bumping over 

the dusty ____________________ .

1.08 Ruby would miss wearing the colorful  a. ____________________ she wore when 

she helped Mother  b. ____________________ the sheep.

1.09 Beside Ruby was a dented ____________________ .

1.010  The missionary had pushed a little ____________________ , and a light had 

come on.

1.011 Ruby enjoyed the new box of ____________________ .

1.012 The kindest ____________________ was holding Curly.

1.013 Ruby remembered looking all night for Curly and finding her in the 

____________________ patch.
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Write the meaning for each vocabulary word (each answer, 4 points).

1.014  mutton  _____________________________________________________________

1.015  hogan  ______________________________________________________________

1.016  humble  _____________________________________________________________

1.017  adobe  ______________________________________________________________

1.018  sheepskin  ___________________________________________________________

1.019  vivid  _______________________________________________________________

1.020  welled  ______________________________________________________________

Write true or false (each answer 1 point).

1.021  _________  People who tell you to watch where you are going are trying to 
help you.

1.022  _________  You will always read at the same speed.

1.023  _________  Ruby had probably been to a mission school before.

1.024  _________  Father wanted Ruby to learn to read and write.

1.025   _________  Ruby wanted to roll up on a sheepskin and sleep.

1.026   _________  Ruby felt right at home when she arrived at the school.

1.027  _________  Ruby could understand all the teacher was telling her in school.

1.028  _________  Ruby was very happy to see a picture of Curly, her pet lamb.

1.029  _________  Ruby wanted to be safe in the fold of the Good Shepherd.

1.030  _________  Ruby wanted to tell her family about the Good Shepherd.

Complete this activity (this answer, 4 points).

1.031 Using a complete sentence, write the main idea of the story “Ruby.”

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________
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 Teacher check:  Initials   ___________

 Score  _____________________  Date   ___________

80

100

Number these events in sequence (each answer, 2 points).

1.032  _________  Ruby went to Sunday school.

1.033  _________  Ruby heard about the Good Shepherd.

1.034  _________  Ruby rode in the truck with the missionary.

1.035  _________  Ruby thought the stairs and beds were strange.

1.036  _________  Ruby waited by the hogan with her suitcase.

Circle the best words to complete these sentences (each answer, 3 points).

1.037 When reading for information, one should read _______ .

 a. faster b. more slowly c. a little bit at a time

1.038 When reading for enjoyment, one should read _______ .

 a. faster b. more slowly c. a little bit at a time

1.039 A newspaper and an encyclopedia are usually read for _______ .

 a. enjoyment b. a short time c. information

1.040 Fiction and biographies are usually read for _______ .

 a. enjoyment b. a short time c. information

 Take your spelling test of Spelling Words-1.
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Objectives
Review these objectives. When you have completed this section, you should be able to:

1. Accurately record the amount of time it takes you to read a story.
2. Find the main idea of a story or paragraph.
3. Tell the main details of a reading selection.
5. Give the meanings of new vocabulary words.
6. Tell the difference between fiction and nonfiction.
7. Tell the author’s purpose for writing.
8. Tell the difference between fact and opinion.
13. Improve your handwriting.
14. Spell new words.

Vocabulary
crushed (krushd). Broken into pieces.

gargle (gar gul). To wash or rinse the throat with a liquid.

licks (liks). A place where natural salt is found.  Animals find these places and lick them 
with their tongues.

mineral (min ur ul). Something gotten from digging or mining the earth.

preserve (pri zėrv’). Keep food from spoiling.

salary (sal’ ur ē). Pay given for work.

seasoning (se zu ning). Something that gives a better flavor.

unsavory (un sa vur ē). Tasteless.

2. READING COMPREHENSION
In this section you will read another story. Again, you will time 

yourself. You will use comprehension skills to remember the details 

and information given in the story. You will also practice more skills 

that will help you improve your handwriting. You will learn new 

spelling words and work with accenting syllables.
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wounds (wündz). Hurts or injuries.

Pronunciation Key: hat, āge, cãre, fär; let, ēqual, tėrm; it, īce; hot, ōpen, ôrder; oil; out; cup, pu·t, rüle; child; long; thin;  
/ŦH/ for then; /zh/ for measure; /u/ or / e/ represents /a/ in about, /e/ in taken, /i/ in pencil, /o/ in lemon, and /u/ in circus.

Reading

All written material can be classified as fiction or nonfiction. The story, “A Little Salt, 
Please,” is nonfiction. Nonfiction gives you facts, and is usually read more slowly than 
fiction. Fiction is made up. It did not really happen. Before you read the following story, 
record the time. You will see how long it takes to read the story by checking the time 
when you are finished.

You will learn many facts about salt. Be aware of the difference between facts and 
opinions as you read.

Write down the time.

2.1 Look at the clock.  Write the time here. Then begin reading immediately. 
hour ____________      minutes __________

A Little Salt, Please
1. How would your

hamburger and french
fries taste without salt?
Have you ever thought
about that? “Tasteless,”
you say. You are right,
because salt is an
important seasoning.
Salt makes some foods
taste much better.
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 2. Did you know that salt does more than make your hamburger and 
other unsavory food taste good? In the Bible in the book of Job, you 
will find this verse (Job 6:6): “Can that which is unsavory be eaten 
without salt?…”

 3. The book of Job was written long before the birth of Christ. Salt has 
been important for a long time. The Bible mentions salt more than 
thirty times.

 4. There are many uses 
for salt. The body must 
have salt to live and 
work. Blood, sweat, 
and tears are salty. Salt 
is sometimes used as 
medicine, gargle, or 
mouthwash.

 5. The Hebrews rubbed 
newborn babies with 
salt to make sure the 
baby had good health. 
The Arabs say, “There 
is salt between us,” 
meaning, “We have 
eaten together and are 
friends.”

 6. Salt was once so scarce that it was used as money. Caesar’s soldiers 
received part of their pay in common salt. This pay was known as 
salarium. This word is where the word salary comes from. There is a 
saying, “He is not worth his salt,” which means, “He did not work hard 
enough to earn his wages.”

 7. All the oceans contain salt. Animals make paths to salt licks. Wounds 
will not heal if the body does not have salt. Salt is sometimes used to 
preserve food.

 8. The salt you use to make your food taste better is a mineral. Big rocks 
of salt are dug out of salt mines and crushed into tiny rocks. These 
tiny rocks are crushed small enough to go through the holes of a salt 
shaker.
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 Write down the time.

2.2  Look at the clock. Write the time here. 
hour ____________      minutes __________

2.3 How many minutes did it take to read the story?     minutes __________

 Place a () before the correct statement.

2.4 This story is

 a. ____________________  nonfiction

 b. ____________________  fiction

 c. ____________________  a mystery

2.5 The main idea of this story is

 a. ____________________  salt tastes good.

 b. ____________________  salt has many uses.

 c. ____________________  salt is mentioned in the Bible.

2.6 The book of Job was written

 a. ____________________  long after the birth of Christ.

 b. ____________________  long before the birth of Christ.

 c. ____________________  thirty years before the birth of Christ.

2.7 Salt is mentioned in the Bible

 a. ____________________  more than thirty times.

 b. ____________________  less than thirty times.

 c. ____________________  three hundred times.

2.8 The Hebrews rubbed

 a. ____________________  their bodies with salt.

 b. ____________________  their newborn babies with salt.

 c. ____________________  their legs with salt.
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2.9 Salt was once used as

 a. ____________________  fuel

 b. ____________________  gold

 c. ____________________  money

 Complete these activities.

2.10 Who was paid in salt? ____________________

2.11 What uses salt licks? ____________________

2.12 From what word did we get the word salary? ___________________

2.13 Salt is a a. ____________________ that comes from b. _____________________ .

2.14 Do you know a use for salt that was not mentioned in the story? 

____________________ If so, explain.

 Write true or false.

2.15  _________  Only lately has salt become important.

2.16  _________  Salt is an important seasoning.

2.17  _________  Salt does more than make your hamburger taste good.

2.18  _________  The Bible mentions salt more than three hundred times.

2.19  _________  The body must have salt to live and work.

2.20  _________  Salt is not good as a mouthwash.

2.21  _________  Salt was once used as money.

2.22  _________  Caesar’s soldiers received part of their pay in common salt.

2.23  _________  Wounds will not heal unless you use salt on them.

2.24  _________  Salt is a mineral.

 Teacher check:

 Initials  _____________________  Date  ____________________
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Reading Skills

If you know the author’s purpose for writing, you can get more out of what you read. If 
you are reading fiction and the author’s purpose is to entertain, you can read quickly 
and for enjoyment. If you are reading nonfiction and the author’s purpose is to give you 
a lot of facts about a certain subject, you will read more slowly and carefully to learn.

 Write the answers to these questions in complete sentences.

2.25 What was the author’s purpose for writing “A Little Salt, Please”?

  ____________________________________________________________________

2.26 What was the author’s purpose for writing “Ruby”?

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

Fact or opinion. A reading skill that is very valuable is determining the difference 
between fact and opinion. Salt was once used as money is a fact. Salt would be good 
to use as money today is an opinion. A fact is something that is true and that can be 
proved. An opinion is what someone thinks about something. Someone else might have 
a different opinion. Opinions change from one person to the next. Facts remain the 
same.
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 Write fact or opinion by each statement.

2.27  _________  Salt is a seasoning.

2.28  _________  Rubbing babies with salt gives them good health.

2.29  _________  Ocean water is salty.

2.30  _________  “He is not worth his salt.”

2.31  _________  Salt is used in many ways.

2.32  _________  Salt tastes good.

2.33  _________  Salt makes all food taste better.

2.34  _________  Salt comes from mines.

2.35  _________  Salt is an important mineral.

2.36  _________  Salt is not very useful.

Vocabulary. Understanding the meanings of words 
is important in reading. Always study the meanings 
of the new words in each LIFEPAC and restudy the 
meanings for the words in each section before you 
read. When you are reading and you find you do 
not know the meaning of a word, look it up in the 
Vocabulary word list. If it is not in the word list, look 
it up in the dictionary. Sometimes, you can get the 
meaning of a word by looking at the words around 
it.  The important thing is to learn the meanings of 
any unknown words.
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Match the words with their meanings.

2.37  _________  salary

2.38  _________  seasoning

2.39  _________  preserve

2.40  _________  wounds

2.41  _________  unsavory

2.42  _________  gargle

Unscramble these words.

2.43 Four things that are salty are

a. odolb _______________________

b. tewas _______________________

c. tesar ________________________

d. sonace ______________________

2.44 

2.45 

2.46 

2.47 

2.48 

2.49 

Find these words in the story, “A Little Salt, Please.“

 In Paragraph One, find a word that means without taste. 

______________________________

In Paragraph Three, find a word that means to say. 

______________________________

In Paragraph Six, find a word that means there is very little of something. 

______________________________

In Paragraph Six, find a word that means what you are paid when you work. 

______________________________

In Paragraph Seven, find a word that means to have or hold. 

______________________________

In Paragraph Eight, find a word that means broken into tiny pieces. 

______________________________

a. keep food from spoiling

b. to wash the throat

c. money received for work

d. tasteless

e. something that gives food better flavor

f. injuries

g. safe place for animals
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 Explain in a complete sentence what each saying means.

2.50 “There is salt between us.”

  ____________________________________________________________________

2.51 “He is not worth his salt.”

  ____________________________________________________________________

 Look up these verses and write the sentences referring to salt.

2.52 Matthew 5:13 _______________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

2.53 Mark 9:50 __________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

2.54 Colossians 4:6 _______________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

2.55 Judges 9:45 _________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

 Here is a project for you.

2.56 Find a large Bible concordance or use online resources. Look up the word “salt.” 
On a separate sheet of paper, write down the number of references you find. 
Then list ten of them and write the sentence that uses the word “salt.” You did 
four of them already in activities 2.52-2.55.

 Teacher check:

 Initials  _____________________  Date  ____________________
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 Now read the story, “A Little Salt, Please,” again. Write down or record your 
time. Read the story for enjoyment.

2.57  Ending time: hour                    minutes                   

2.58  Starting time: hour                    minutes                    

  Total reading time:    minutes                    

2.59 Did it take you as long to read it this time?  _______________

 Teacher check:

 Initials  _____________________  Date  ____________________

Handwriting and Spelling

How are your handwriting and spelling skills? Keep working to improve them.

Handwriting. Make lowercase d and k carefully.  The tall loop goes all the way to the top 
of the space. The rest of the letter fills half a space.

___________________________________________________________________________________  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
___________________________________________________________________________________d `k
If the loop is not tall enough, the letter can look very much like other letters.  Watch how 
d begins like an a.
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________a d
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 Complete these handwriting activities.

2.60 Practice writing d and k.
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________

d 
 ̀k

2.61 Practice writing these words.
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________

doll 
done 
 ̀kept 
 ̀kneel 
 ̀kangaroo

The capital D is formed much differently. It fills a whole space.

Now look at a capital K.  K fills a whole space, too. Be careful, this letter can be confused 
with H.

___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________D

___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________K
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LANGUAGE ARTS 409: LIFEPAC TEST

Match these items (each answer, 2 points).

1.   ____________  adobe

2.   ____________  table of contents 

3.   ____________  main headings

4.   ____________  Job

5.   ____________  Curly

6.   ____________  Pocahontas

7.   ____________  salt 

8.   ____________  report

9.   ____________  hogan

10.   ____________  Roman numerals

11.   ____________  queen ant

12.   ____________  key words and phrases 

13.   ____________  title card

14.   ____________  Ruby

15.   ____________  nonfiction

a.  search for two subjects

b.  Navajo house

c.  Navajo girl

d.  based on facts

e.  facts, information

f. main headings on an outline

g. lays eggs

h. crayons

i. book of the Bible

j. list of chapter headings

k. name of book first

l. pet lamb

m. important words capitalized

n. found in mines

o. briers

p. mission chapel

q. Indian princess
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Write the correct words from the Word Bank to complete the sentences (each answer, 
3 points).

index  contents  capital same  
main heading mission  subheading broad 
narrow topic facts Indian 
shepherd opinions Bible brief 
indented paragraph fiction Arab 
nonfiction

16.  A report usually tells ________________________ .

17.  In an outline, every word in the ________________________ should begin with a 

capital letter.

18.  A table of ________________________ is usually at the beginning of a book.

19.  You will not always read at the ________________________ speed.

20.  The first thing to do when writing a report is to choose a ______________________ .

21.  A(n) ________________________ is usually located at the end of a book.

22.  In an outline, the subheadings are placed under the main headings and are 

________________________ .

23.  In choosing a topic for a report, the topic should not be too _____________________

___________________________ .

24.  When taking notes for a report, one should keep the notes ____________________ .

25.  Salt is mentioned more than thirty times in the ________________________ .

26.  The sentence of a ________________________ that tells the main idea is the topic 

sentence.

27.  The story, “Ruby,” is a ________________________ story.
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Complete these sentences (each answer, 4 points).

28.  Brick made of clay and dried in the sun is called __________________ brick.

29.  A reservation is land set aside for ________________________ .

30.  Mutton is meat from _______________ .

Write true or false (each answer, 2 points).

31.   ____________  An index can be helpful when writing a report.

32.   ____________  The subheadings of an outline are Roman numerals.

33.   ____________  Salt was once used as money.

34.   ____________  One does not need to check a written report if it has been written 
carefully.

35.   ____________  The first thing to do when asked to write a report is write it.

36.   ____________  In writing a report, you should use your own words instead of 
copying from books.

37.   ____________  Salt is an important seasoning. 

38.   ____________  A report usually tells a person’s opinions.

39.   ____________  The word vivid means very bright.

40.   ____________  Ruby did not like the story about the Good Shepherd.

41.   ____________  Salt is sometimes used to preserve food.

Take your LIFEPAC Spelling Test.
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 Complete these handwriting activities.

2.62 Write a row of D and K.
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________

D 
K

2.63 Write these proper nouns.
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
___________________________________________________________________________________  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
___________________________________________________________________________________

Dan 
David 
Keith 
Kenneth 
Kansas
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SPELLING WORDS - 2
 accept  blackboard  divide account  

blotted  doughnut accuse  collect  
gently always  concert  giggle 
banker  content  grandpa barber  
decide icebox bargain define 
science

 Complete these activities using Spelling Words-2.

2.64 Copy the words in your best handwriting. Pay attention to the way each word is 
spelled.

 a.  __________________  b.  __________________  c.  __________________  

d.  __________________  e.  __________________  f.  __________________  

g.  __________________  h.  __________________  i.  __________________  

j.  __________________  k.  __________________  l.  __________________  

m.  __________________  n.  __________________  o.  __________________  

p.  __________________  q.  __________________  r.  __________________  

s.  __________________  t.  __________________  u.  __________________

Spelling. You will learn to spell some two-syllable words and to place the accent mark 
on the correct syllable. An accent mark (‘) on a syllable means more force is given that 
syllable when it is pronounced.
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 Teacher check:

 Initials  _____________________  Date  ____________________

2.65 Draw a line between the syllables in each word that you just wrote.  Place the 

accent mark where it belongs.

 Example:  al’/ways

2.66 Write two sentences using the two meanings of content. Divide the syllables 

and mark the accented syllable in the word content in each sentence.

 a. __________________________________________________________________

 b. __________________________________________________________________
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2.67 Print a letter in each box to make a spelling word. Start in the center and work 
out. One word, science, is done for you.

B

C

I

S

E
C

NEI
C
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 Teacher check:

 Initials  _____________________  Date  ____________________

 Review the material in this section to prepare for the Self Test. The Self Test will 
check your understanding of this section and will review the other section. Any 
items you miss on this test will show you what areas you will need to restudy in 
order to prepare for the unit test.

 Ask your teacher to give you a practice spelling test of Spelling Words-2. 
Restudy the words you missed.

D A

G
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SELF TEST 2

Match the words and phrases (each answer, 2 points).

2.01  _________  fiction

2.02  _________  hogan

2.03  _________  Hebrews

2.04  _________  Caesar’s soldiers

2.05  _________  salt

2.06  _________  Curly

2.07  _________  Arabs

2.08  _________  oceans contain

2.09  _________  nonfiction

2.010  _________  Ruby

2.011  _________  slower reading rate 

2.012  _________  salt licks

2.013  _________  Bible

Write a word from the Word Bank to correctly complete each sentence (each answer, 
3 points).

man  gowns  reserve wonderful  salt
skirts earth suitcase scarce  heal 
Shepherd preserve crayons salarium  trail

2.014 Ruby was waiting for the missionary and his pickup truck to come bumping over 

the dusty _____________ .

2.015 Ruby would miss wearing the long colorful _____________ she wore when she 

was herding sheep with Mother.

a.  factual, real

b.  animals use them

c.  Navajo girl

d.  say, “There is salt between us.”

e.  reading for information

f. salt is mentioned more than 
thirty times

g. not factual, made up

h. received salt for pay

i. rubbed newborn babies with salt

j. missionary

k. salt

l. pet lamb

m. a mineral

n. Navajo home
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2.016 Ruby enjoyed the new box of _____________ .

2.017 The kindest __________________________ was holding Curly.

2.018 In the Bible __________________________ is mentioned more than thirty times

2.019 Jesus said, “Ye are the salt of the ________________ .”

2.020 Wounds will not ___________ if the body does not have salt.

2.021 Salt was once so ________________ that it was used as money.

2.022 Salt for pay was known as ________________________ .

2.023 Salt is sometimes used to ______________________ food.

Write true or false (each answer, 1 point).

2.024  _________  Ruby’s father did not want her to learn to read and write.

2.025  _________  Nearly everything at the mission school was very strange.

2.026  _________  Ruby was used to sleeping in a bed.

2.027  _________  The crayons made Ruby think of the colors in Mother’s rugs.

2.028  _________  Ruby was anxious to tell her family about the Good Shepherd.

2.029  _________  Only in recent years has salt become important.

2.030  _________  Salt is an important seasoning.

2.031  _________  Fiction should be read slowly to get the facts.

2.032  _________  The body must have salt to live and work.

2.033  _________  Salt was once used as money.

2.034  _________  Writing the events of a story in the order they happened is known 
as sequence of events.

2.035  _________  You should read everything at the same rate of speed.

Write fact or opinion beside each statement (each answer, 2 points).

2.036  _________  Salty food is delicious.

2.037  _________  Animals need salt.

2.038  _________  Salt was once used for money.

2.039  _________  Mining salt is fun.
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Answer these questions (each numbered item, 4 points).

2.040 What were two things that were strange to Ruby at the mission school?

 a. ________________________________________________________________

 b. ________________________________________________________________

2.041 What are three uses for salt?

 a. ________________________________________________________________

 b. ________________________________________________________________

 c. ________________________________________________________________

Explain the expression (this answer, 4 points).

2.042 “He is not worth his salt.”

  __________________________________________________________________

  __________________________________________________________________

 Take your spelling test of Spelling Words-2.

 Teacher check:  Initials   ___________

 Score  _____________________  Date   ___________

80

100
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3. REPORTS
Report writing is a very important skill. You will be writing reports of 

some kind all through school. In this section of your LIFEPAC, you will 

learn the steps of good report writing and finally write a report about 

a topic of your own choice.

You will learn the meanings of some prefixes and suffixes and how to 

spell new words.

Objectives
Review these objectives. When you have completed this section, you should be able to:

9.  Choose an interesting and worthwhile topic.
10. Gather information and take notes.
11.  Make an outline.
12. Write a report.
14. Spell new words.

Vocabulary
Study these new words. Learning the meanings of these words is a good study habit 
and will improve your understanding of this LIFEPAC.

indented (in den tid). To set in from the margin.

numerical order (nü mer u kul  ôr dur). Order of numbers — 1,2,3, and so on.

volume (vol yum). A book.

Pronunciation Key: hat, āge, cãre, fär; let, ēqual, tėrm; it, īce; hot, ōpen, ôrder; oil; out; cup, pu·t, rüle; child; long; thin;  
/ŦH/ for then; /zh/ for measure; /u/ or / e/ represents /a/ in about, /e/ in taken, /i/ in pencil, /o/ in lemon, and /u/ in circus.
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Planning a Report

Writing a good report requires skill. Plans must be made before the writing begins. First 
you must choose a topic and then decide if it is too broad or too narrow. When the topic 
is just right, you write down a few questions you want answered in your report. Next, find 
information to answer your questions and write notes about the information on cards. 
An outline is made next from your notes. The outline tells you what to write. The final 
step is writing the report.

To write a good report, follow these steps:

1. Choose a good topic.

2. Write questions about the topic.

3. Find and write information on cards (take notes) that answers the  
questions.

4. Write an outline.

5. Write the report.

Choosing a topic. Ted had to write a report, but he did not have a topic. It was Sunday 
morning and his Sunday school teacher had taught a lesson from Proverbs 30:24–28. 
The lesson was about ants, badgers, locusts, and spiders. “The topic for my report will 
be ‘God’s Four Little Wise Creatures,’” 
thought Ted.

Suddenly, Ted remembered what his 
school teacher, Miss Jones, had said. “If a 
person were to choose Sports for a topic, 
it should be narrowed. The topic could 
be Baseball or A Famous Sportsman. If 
a person were to choose Animals for a 
topic, he would need to narrow the topic. 
The topic might be, Some Animals of the 
Desert or Animals That Sleep in Winter.” | Sleeping Polar Bear
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 Complete this activity.

3.1 Read Proverbs 30:24–28 and write the names of the four little animals that 

the Bible calls wise.

 a. _____________  b.  ____________  c.  _____________ d.  ______________

 Complete these sentences.

3.2 The first thing to do in planning a report is to decide on a __________________ .

3.3 If an interesting topic is too broad, it should be ______________________ .

 Place an X in front of the topic that is not too broad or too narrow. Write 
broad or narrow beside the others.

3.4 q Presidents of the United States __________________________

 q How Bees Hum __________________________

 q Oceans of the World __________________________

 q How to Prevent Forest Fires __________________________

 q Birds of America __________________________

Ted thought about his topic. He would have to narrow it. Which little wise creature 
should he write about? He decided to choose Ants, but this topic, also, was too broad. 
How could he narrow it? His Sunday school teacher had mentioned harvester ants. That 
would be it! Harvester Ants would be his topic.

Some topics, like How Ants Eat, may be too narrow. It would not be possible to gather 
enough information for a good report. Ted had made a wise choice.
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 Teacher check:

 Initials  _____________________  Date  ____________________

 Choose a topic for a report.

3.5 You may choose one of the following topics or a topic of your own.   
Write the topic on the line. 

 A National Holiday 
How to Make a Simple Kite  
Collecting Things Outdoors 
The First Printing Press 
The Life Story of a Grunion

 My choice for a topic is ________________________________________________

Asking questions. Miss Jones had said that after you decide on a topic, that you should 
write three questions which you would like answered in your report.  Ted wrote these 
three questions:

1. What is a harvester ant?

2. Do harvester ants have a queen?

3. How are new ant colonies formed?
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 Teacher check:

 Initials  _____________________  Date  ____________________

Finding Information

Knowing how to find information when you need it is important. Reference books such 
as the encyclopedia, a dictionary, an atlas, and yearbooks are excellent places to find 
information. Books on your topic will be helpful, too. If you learn to use the computer 
catalog, you can find books quickly in a library. Once you have found the right books, use 
the table of contents and the index to quickly find information within the books.

Using the computer catalog. Sometimes, it is necessary to go to your school library or 
a public library to get the information you need. To make the best use of the library, you 
need to know how to use the computer files.

The computer has instructions on which keys to use to search for the book you need. If 
you have never used the computer catalog before, you should ask the librarian to help 
you the first time.

 Write three questions that you would like answered in your report. Use Ted’s 
questions for an example.

3.6 a. __________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

 b. __________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

 c. __________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________
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BASIC SEARCH

SEARCH RESET

antsSubject 

Many computers have more than just the 
catalog on them. But you want the Library 
Catalog. Select it on the main menu. The 
next menu will ask you how you want to 
search. You can usually search by subject, 
title, author, or by a key phrase or words. 
Key words and phrases is used when you 
want to find two different things in the 
same book (like frogs and princes). In this 
case, you want to search for the subject 
“ants.”

Figure 1 | Computer Catalog

Figure 2 | Search Menu

Figure 3 | Second Search Menu

Select the word “subject” using the proper keys. (Usually several keys will work, including 
the arrows). After selecting “subject,” the screen changes to allow you to type in the 
subject you want.  In this case, you would type in “ants.”

BASIC SEARCH

Author

Keywords anywhere

SEARCH RESET

 

Title
Author
Subject
Key words or phrases
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Results of the Search

Ted went to the library to find information on the harvester ant. He did not know the 
title of a book on ants.  He searched on the computer catalog under the subject “ants.” 
He read the titles of the books until he came to “Weird and Wonderful Ants.” On scrap 
paper, Ted copied the Dewey decimal number from the screen, the name of the author, 
and the name of the book. He knew J meant Juvenile. The J sent him to the children’s 
library.

All the books in the library in the nonfiction section are in numerical order. The Dewey 
decimal number, 595.7, told him where to look on the shelves. If you cannot find the 
book you want, the librarian will be glad to help you.

Ted found the number and checked the title and author to be sure he had the right 
book. He found several other books about ants on the same shelf. He chose four to take 
home for his research.

Figure 4 |

The next screen will show you all of the books the library has on ants. Often, there are 
more books than will fit on one screen. The instructions will tell you which key to push to 
go to the next screen. The computer may allow you to read a little bit about the book, 
too, by selecting one title on the screen. This will help you decide if it is the book you 
want.

SEARCH RESET

27 results (0.29 seconds)

Weird and Wonderful Ants (1 copy in stock)

Poole, Lynn
J 595.7

Type:   book
Year:   1990

Amazing Ants of Africa (3 copies in stock)

Smith, Harold
595.72

Type:   video
Year:   1985
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 Write on the line which of the search areas from Figure 2 you would use to 
find information about each of the following. Book titles are in italics and 
author’s names are given last name first.

3.7 hats and Spain   __________________

3.8 art    __________________

3.9 Buzzing Bees   __________________

3.10 Young, Mary   __________________

3.11 spaceships   __________________

3.12 How to Ride a Horse   __________________

3.13 Power, Allen   __________________

3.14 Farming in Space   __________________

3.15 toads   __________________

3.16 moon and fairy tales   __________________

 Answer these questions. Look at the catalog display (Figure 4) and write your 
answers.

3.17 Who is the author of the book? _________________________________________

3.18 What is the title of the book? ___________________________________________

3.19 What is the Dewey decimal number? ___________________________________

3.20 What does the J mean? _______________________________________________

3.21 In what way does the Dewey decimal number help you?

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________
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Using the table of contents and index. The table of contents is at the beginning of a 
book. It usually contains a list of chapter headings and the number of the page where 
the chapter begins. Ted chose his library books by looking at the list of contents. He 
could see at a glance if the list contained a chapter on the harvester ant.

When Ted began to study the books, he turned to the index. He found that an index is 
in alphabetical order. The index listed several more pages about the harvester ant that 
were not included in the table of contents. Using the index helped him find the pages 
that gave him the exact information he needed.

The hyphen (-) on the index pages between numbers, such as 2-20, means page 2 
through page 20. A comma between numbers means that each particular page has 
information about the topic (7, 18, 24).

 Write the correct word on the line to complete the sentence.

3.22 The table of contents is at the ____________________ of a book.
 a. beginning b. end c. bottom

3.23 The table of contents is a list of the _____________________ in the book.
 a. subjects b. chapters c. pictures

3.24 The table of contents is helpful because at a glance you can see if what you 
_______________________ is in the book.

 a. need b. like c. want

3.25 The list of topics and page numbers which is usually in the back of a book is 
called a(n) _______________________

 a. table of contents b. index c. glossary

3.26 An index is arranged in _________________________ order.
 a. numerical b. alphabetical c. page

3.27 Ted found that using the index helped him find the pages that gave him 
__________________ information he needed.

 a. the most b. all the c. the exact
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Using an encyclopedia. An encyclopedia is a set of books or online articles that can give 
you quick information about nearly every subject. You may learn about people, places, 
things, or ideas. Some encyclopedias have an index in a separate volume. However, you 
may find information for your topic by looking at the letter on the narrow back, or spine, 
of the volume. The volumes are arranged alphabetically. Ted pulled out the A volume 
and turned to Ants. He read the subheading, Kinds of Ants, and read there until he 
found harvester ants.

At the end of each article in an encyclopedia you will find a list of related articles. Ted 
wanted to know more about the larva and pupa. He found what he wanted in the 
L and P volumes. Ted was becoming more interested in his topic and getting lots of 
information.
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 Do these activities.

 Study this sample table of contents and index and answer the questions.

CONTENT
Ants 3
Butterflies 23
Crickets 33
Grasshoppers 39
Termites 53
Wasps 61

INDEX
Ants

army ants 3
harvester ants 16-18, 20, 24
honey ants 7-8
leafcutter ants 18
queen ants 20, 21
worker ants 22, 26

Butterflies 23-25

Figure 5 | Table of Contents

Figure 6 | Index
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3.28 What page would you turn to if you were going to make a report on each of the 

following topics?

 a. crickets   __________________

 b. butterflies   __________________

 c. harvester ants   __________________

 d. queen ants   __________________

3.29 On what other pages would you find information about the harvester ant?

  ____________________________________________________________________

 Read an article from a book or encyclopedia about your topic (see Activity 
3.5) and complete the statement. 

3.30 I read from page ___________ to page ___________ in the book ______________

__________________________ or in the _________ volume of an encyclopedia.

Taking Notes

To help you remember what you see, hear, and read, you should take notes. Here 
are some helpful hints for note taking: (1) Be sure you have correct information; (2) 
Your notes should be brief, they should be in your own words, and should contain only 
important information; and (3) A good practice is to use a file card for each question.

Ted used three separate file cards. On each card he wrote an answer to one of his 
questions. He labeled his cards 1, 2, and 3 to match the numbers of his questions.

These are Ted’s notes. His first question was (1.) What is a harvester ant?

A harvester ant is blackish-brown. It has sharp jaws. The
workers are gatherers, threshers, carriers, and bread makers.

1.

Figure 7 |
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Ted’s second question was (2.)  Do harvester ants have a queen?

A community of ants cannot live without a queen. Workers take
care of her. She may live ten years or more. Her work is to lay
eggs.

2.

Ted’s third question was (3.)  How are new ant colonies formed?

Queens and males have wings when young. They marry in the
air. Young queens start new colonies. The queen cares for the
eggs, larvae, and pupae of her first family. Young ant nurses
take over her work. She is left only to lay eggs.

3.

Ted checked his information by using the encyclopedia and other books to make certain 
that his information was correct.  He wrote short sentences.  He wrote only important 
information that would help him remember his answers. He did not copy sentences from 
the book. He used his own words.

 List four note-taking helps.

3.31  ____________________________________________________________________

3.32  ____________________________________________________________________

3.33  ____________________________________________________________________

3.34  ____________________________________________________________________

Figure 8 |

Figure 9 |
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Read the following paragraph. Then write down notes putting into practice the note-
taking helps you have just studied. Write notes that will answer these questions:

1. Who was Pocahontas?

2. What did Pocahontas do?

3. What became of Pocahontas?

Pocahontas was a daughter of a Native American chief who lived in Virginia. The 
story has been told that John Smith had made friends with the chief’s twelve-year-old 
daughter Pocahontas. Later, John Smith was captured by Native Americans. 

Just as he was to be killed by a stone war club in the hand of the chief, Pocahontas ran 
to him, placed her head on his, and begged her father not to kill him. Later, when a war 
broke out between Native Americans and the white settlers, Pocahontas was captured. 
She was put on an English ship. During that time she fell in love with John Rolfe, who was 
also on the ship. John was an early English settler of Jamestown, Virginia. They were 
married two years later. She became a Christian and was baptized with the English 
name, Rebecca. In 1616 she went to London with her husband. She was received as a 
Native American princess.
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 Write notes.

3.35 Write your notes here to answer your questions.  Be brief.

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

 Make notes for your report.

3.36 Use questions 1, 2, and 3 that you want answered.   
See Activity 3.6.   Use three separate file cards to write your answers.  Number 
them 1, 2, and 3.  The number of the card with the answer is to match the 
number of your question. As an example, look at Ted’s notes under  “Taking 
Notes” (Figures 7, 8, and 9). 
Have your teacher check your notes.

 Teacher check:

 Initials  _____________________  Date  ____________________

Keep your notes for making your outline and writing your report.
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Making an Outline

An outline is a plan that will help you arrange facts in proper order. An outline is made 
up of main headings and subheadings. You will learn to separate the main headings 
from the subheadings. You will see how Ted wrote his outline. You will write an outline for 
your topic using your questions and answers.

Main headings. The main headings of an outline will be the topics of your paragraphs. 
They are found in your questions. Every important word in a main heading begins with a 
capital letter and is labeled with Roman numerals I, II, and III.

Subheadings. Your subheadings will be found on your answer cards. Subheadings are 
placed under the main headings and are indented. They are labeled A and B.  Only the 
first word of a subheading begins with a capital letter.

Ted’s questions were
1. What is a harvester ant?
2. Do harvester ants have a queen?
3. How are new ant colonies formed?

Ted made this part of his outline from his questions. Each question was turned into a 
main heading. Notice that each word is capitalized.

I. The Harvester Ant
II. The Harvester Queen
III. New Colony

Next Ted took his notes and decided what the subheadings would be. (Look at 
Ted’s notes again under “Taking Notes.”) The answers to his questions became the 
subheadings. There should always be at least two subheadings for each main heading. 
Notice only the first word in a subheading is capitalized.

I. The Harvester Ant
 A. What it looks like
 B. What it does
II. The Harvester Queen
 A. Workers care for her
 B. She lays eggs
III. The New Colony
 A. Marriage
 B. Babies
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 Complete these sentences.

3.37 An outline is written before the a. _________________ is written and after you 

have taken b. _____________________ .

3.38 Each question you took notes on is turned into a ____________________ .

3.39 Every important word of a ______________________ is capitalized.

3.40 The answers to your questions are turned into ________________ .

3.41 Only the first word of a _______________________ is capitalized.

 Do these activities.

3.42 Complete this outline. Use the main headings and subheadings on the right.  
Remember that the first letter of each important word has a capital when it is a 
main heading.

Colonial Life

 I. _____________________________   The Home

  A. ___________________________   Garden tools

  B. ___________________________   Church

 II. _____________________________   The Farm

  A. ___________________________   Crops

  B. ___________________________   Furnishings

 III. _____________________________   The Church and School

  A. ___________________________   School

  B. ___________________________   House
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3.43 Make an outline from your questions and notes.  Use Ted’s outline as an 
example. Turn your questions into main headings and your notes into 
subheadings.

 I. ___________________________________________________________________

  A. ________________________________________________________________

  B. ________________________________________________________________

 II. __________________________________________________________________

  A. ________________________________________________________________

  B. ________________________________________________________________

 III. __________________________________________________________________

  A. ________________________________________________________________

  B. ________________________________________________________________

 Example: Look at Ted’s outline under “Main headings and subheadings.”

 Teacher check:

 Initials  _____________________  Date  ____________________

Writing a Report

A report usually tells about facts and not opinions. A report should keep to one main 
idea. The information in a report should be written to create clear pictures. The pictures 
should be in a logical order or sequence. If you were to see a film that showed the end of 
a story, then the beginning and then the middle, how would you feel?  When the events 
in a film are in logical order, you can enjoy and understand it. When you write a report, 
your thoughts should be in proper order. If you follow your outline, your report will have a 
good sequence of thoughts and facts.

Write one paragraph about each main heading and the subheadings that go with it. 
Turn the main heading into a topic sentence and the subheadings into details. A topic 
sentence tells the main idea of a paragraph.

Read Ted’s report. See how he turned his outline into a report.
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The Harvester Ant
The sharp-jawed, blackish-brown, harvester ant is the farmer of the insect 
world. Farmers store their grain in silos or elevators. The harvesters store 
their grain deep in the nest to keep the grain dry. Each morning workers fan 
out in all directions. They look for seeds and grain. The gatherers climb up 
a dry stalk. They snip off the grain and hurry back to the nest. They deposit 
their seeds in a room near the top of the nest and hurry off for more grain. 
The threshers start work. They snip away the hard, outside kernel. Some 

workers carry out the husks. The nests are always kept clean. Some workers carry the 
soft kernels to the storage room. Other workers are the breadmakers. They chew a seed 
for hours until it forms a pasty ball. These balls are eaten by the workers and also stored 
with the grain. The harvesters work together to make sure they have enough food for 
the colony until harvest time comes again. (See Proverbs 6:6–8.)

The queen of the colony is important. A colony cannot live long without the queen. One 
queen may live ten years or more in a colony. She is always surrounded with workers 
that care for her. Her responsibility is to keep laying eggs.

A new colony is formed in an unusual way. 
On a warm evening in spring or summer, 
all the queens and males fly into the air. 
Marriage takes place in the air.  After a 
short time they float to the ground. The 
male lives only a short time. The queen 
bites and pulls off her wings. She looks 
for a safe place under a stone and builds 
a little nest alone. She may be alone for 
several months. She finally lays her eggs. 
She cares for them as the eggs change 
to the larva stage and then into the pupa 
stage. In the cocoon or the pupa state the ants mature. The queen mother helps the 
young adults out of their cocoons. This is the queen’s last day of nursery work. The 
young adult nurses take over this work. The queen just lays eggs. Other young adults 
start building, gathering, threshing, breadmaking, and cleaning. A new colony of 
harvesters has been formed.
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 Answer these questions.

3.44 Did Ted follow his outline when he wrote his report on the harvester ant? 
________________________

3.45 Do all the sentences of the report keep to the main subject?________________

3.46 Is each paragraph all about one main heading of the outline?________________

3.47 What fact interested you most? ________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

3.48 What are the three topic sentences in this report?

 a. __________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

 b. __________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

 c. __________________________________________________________________

  ____________________________________________________________________

 Write true or false.

3.49  _________  Each paragraph needs a topic sentence.

3.50  _________  Order is not important in a report.

3.51  _________  A report usually tells facts and not opinions.

3.52  _________  Sentences in a paragraph do not have to stay on the same topic.

3.53  _________  It is important that thoughts flow smoothly from one sentence to 
another.
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 Do this activity.

3.54 Write your report on a separate piece of paper. Use your outline and notes. 
Your paragraphs need not be as long as Ted’s. 

 Teacher check:

 Initials  _____________________  Date  ____________________

Checking your work. After you have finished the first copy of your report, check your 
work.

qDoes each paragraph have a topic sentence

qDoes each sentence in the paragraph support or help the topic sentence?

qDo your sentences flow smoothly?

qDoes your report give correct information?

qDid you spell the words correctly? 

qDid you capitalize and punctuate correctly? 

qIs each paragraph indented?

Rewriting the report. After you have carefully checked and corrected your report, copy 
it again neatly in your best handwriting. If there are words that you do not know how to 
spell, look them up in a dictionary. You may draw or cut out pictures for your report.

 Do this activity.

3.55 Rewrite your report correctly and 
neatly.Take your report to your 
teacher when you are finished.

 Teacher check:

 Initials  _______________  

 Date  _______________
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Spelling

Learn to spell these multi-syllable words.  Each word has a prefix, a suffix, or both a 
prefix and a suffix added.

SPELLING WORDS - 3
 unbroken  research  godliness
 rebirth  disorder  discernment
 disallow  replace  odorless
 untangle  distrust  yellowish
 rewind  waterless  politeness
 dishonest measurement enjoyment
 unbutton selfishness comfortless

The prefixes and suffixes on these words have different meanings.  Study these 
meanings.

 Prefixes

 un- means opposite of

 dis- means opposite of

 re- means again

 Suffixes

 -ment  means state of being or condition

 -ness  means being or having

 -less  means without

 -ish  means somewhat like
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 Complete these activities using Spelling Words-3.

3.56 Write each spelling word in your best handwriting. Then write each word again 
by syllables. You may use your dictionary to check your work.

 a. _____________________________    _______________________________

 b. _____________________________    _______________________________

 c. _____________________________    _______________________________

 d. _____________________________    _______________________________

 e. _____________________________    _______________________________

 f. _____________________________    _______________________________

 g. _____________________________    _______________________________

 h. _____________________________    _______________________________

 i. _____________________________    _______________________________

 j. _____________________________    _______________________________

 k. _____________________________    _______________________________

 l. _____________________________    _______________________________

 m. _____________________________    _______________________________

 n. _____________________________    _______________________________

 o. _____________________________    _______________________________

 p. _____________________________    _______________________________

 q. _____________________________    _______________________________

 r. _____________________________    _______________________________

 s. _____________________________    _______________________________

 t. _____________________________    _______________________________

 u. _____________________________    _______________________________
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3.57 Add a prefix or suffix to each word to make a spelling word. Cross out the 
spelling word in Spelling Words - 3 as you make each new word. 

  Suffix Prefix

 a. yellow _______________________  k.  ___________________________ birth

 b. discern ______________________  l.  __________________________  allow

 c. odor ________________________  m.  _________________________  broken

 d. godli ________________________  n.  ___________________________  trust

 e. measure _____________________  o.  ___________________________  wind

 f. water _______________________  p.  __________________________  order

 g. polite ________________________  q.  _________________________  tangle

 h. enjoy ________________________  r.  __________________________  place

 i. selfish _______________________  s.  _________________________  honest

 j. comfort______________________  t.  _________________________  button

    u.  _________________________  search

3.58 Write a word that matches each phrase.

 a. ____________________  without water

 b. ____________________  being godly

 c. ____________________  condition of enjoying

 d. ____________________  opposite of button

 e. ____________________  to wind again

 f.  ____________________  somewhat like yellow

 g. ____________________  opposite of trust

 Ask your teacher to give you a practice spelling test of Spelling Words-3. 
Restudy the words you missed.
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 Before you take this last Self Test, you may want to do one or more of these 
self checks.

1.   _______  Read the objectives. See if you can do them.
2.   _______  Restudy the material related to any objectives that you cannot do.
3.   _______  Use the SQ3R study procedure to review the material:
 a. Scan the sections.
 b. Question yourself.
 c. Read to answer your questions.
 d. Recite the answers to yourself.
 e. Review areas you did not understand.
4.   _______  Review all vocabulary, activities, and Self Tests, writing a correct answer 

for every wrong answer.
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SELF TEST 3

Match the words (each answer, 2 points).

3.01   _________  table of contents

3.02  _________  hogan

3.03  _________  outline

3.04  _________  main headings

3.05  _________  encyclopedia

3.06  _________  badger

3.07  _________  subheadings

3.08  _________  Caesar’s soldiers

3.09  _________  Pocahontas

3.010  _________  Ruby

3.011  _________  queen ant

3.012  _________  index

Write the correct letter and the word in the blank (each answer, 3 points).

3.013 People who tell you to watch where you are going are trying to  ____________  
you.

 a.  trip  b.  help c.  rush

3.014 A report usually tells about ________________ .
 a.  opinion b.  facts c.  stories

3.015 An index is usually at the _______________________ of a book.
 a.  end b.  middle c.  beginning

3.016 Salt was once used as ____________________ .
 a.  crayons b.  hogans c.  money

3.017 The first thing to do in writing a report is to _________________________ .
 a.  write it b.  choose a topic c.  make an outline

a.  important words capitalized

b.  alphabetical order

c.  wise creature mentioned in the 
Bible

d.  Indian princess

e.  lays eggs

f.  Navajo girl

g.  salt for pay

h. lists chapter headings

i. plan for writing a report

j. Navajo home

k. set of books about many subjects

l. first word capitalized
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3.018 The book of Job was written long before the ___________________________ .
 a.  Flood b.  birth of King David c.  birth of Christ

Complete these sentences (each answer, 4 points).

3.019 The sentence of a paragraph that tells the main idea is called a 

_______________________________ sentence.

3.020 “A Little Salt, Please” is a ________________________ story.

3.021 In choosing a topic for a report, it should not be too _________________ or too 

broad.

3.022 The author’s purpose for writing “A Little Salt, Please” was to give the reader 

_______________________________ .

3.023 If you wanted to find the book Spiders and Webs you would search in the 

computer by ________________________ .

3.024 In an outline, every important word in the main heading should begin with a 

________________________ letter.

3.025 An old saying is, “He isn’t _______________ his salt.”

Write true or false (each answer, 1 point).

3.026  _________  The main headings of an outline are Roman numerals.

3.027  _________  Ruby’s family found Curly in the forest.

3.028  _________  The number three written, 3, is a Roman numeral.

3.029  _________  In an outline, the subheadings are placed under the main headings 
and are indented.

3.030  _________  The first thing to do when writing a report is to write the outline.

3.031  _________  It is not necessary to check your report if you have written it 
carefully.

3.032  _________  Key words and phrases are used to search the computer catalog 
for two subjects in the same book.

3.033  _________  You will always read at the same speed.
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3.034  _________  Salt has many uses is an opinion..

3.035  _________  “Ruby” is a fiction story.

Complete these activities (each answer, 4 points).

3.036 List three helps in taking notes.

 a. __________________________________________________________________

 b. __________________________________________________________________

 c. __________________________________________________________________

3.037 Explain where you got your main headings and your subheadings for your 

outline (each answer, 4 points).

 a. __________________________________________________________________

 b. __________________________________________________________________

 Teacher check:  Initials   ___________

 Score  _____________________  Date   ___________

80

100

 Before you take the LIFEPAC Test, you may want to do one or more of these 
self checks.

1.   _______  Read the objectives. See if you can do them.
2.   _______  Restudy the material related to any objectives that you cannot do.
3.   _______  Use the SQ3R study procedure to review the material.
4.   _______  Review activities, Self Tests, and LIFEPAC vocabulary words.
5.  _______  Restudy areas of weakness indicated by the last Self Test.
6.   _______  Review all Spelling Words in this LIFEPAC.

 Take your spelling test of Spelling Words-3.
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